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CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICERS X 2 (REF:JB/0303) 
(Desired Remuneration R1.5m plus negotiable) 
Both my candidates (white males) are CA (SA) certified with previous experience as CFOs and 
Financial Directors. They have both previously worked with listed companies and are looking 
to make a move. They are “hands on” operational accountants with solid understanding of
financial and business controls and are both diplomatic and strong personalities 
 
PROCUREMENT MANAGER (FMCG – FOODS OR NON-FOODS)(REF:JB/0304) 
(Desired Remuneration is highly negotiable around R60 – R75kp.m.)  
This young lady (white female) has her CSCP qualification together with certificate in Project 
Management Principles and Practices in Organisations. She has been the Procurement 
Manager for a large FMCG company for the past two years and is wanting to downscale
slightly to get a better work/home life balance for herself.   Prior to that she has had extensive 
experience in the foods industry in roles such as Senior Supply Chain Manager, Commercial
Manager and National Purchasing Manager.    She is a strong and resolute woman who says of
herself that she is highly analytical with a fair management style who sees the potential in
everyone but at the same time runs a “tight ship” where good performance is expected 
 
PROCUREMENT MANAGER (REF:JB/0305) 
(Desired Remuneration R600 - R700 kp.a. negotiable) 
This young man (white male) has recently been retrenched and is seeing a new and
challenging procurement role.  He holds a degree from Rhodes University and has worked in
the FMCG and automotive industry.   He has a real passion for procurement and is a tough
negotiator with strong presentation and facilitation skills.  His category management skills are
also a strength and he is strong on process with his reporting team 
 
UNDERWRITING MANAGER(REF: AH/0306)  
(R630K - R660K CTC p.a.)  
This very well experienced insurance Underwriting Professional (Indian Female), has sixteen
years industry experience underwriting for personal and commercial and has solid experience
with re-insurance. She has managed and trained teams, and is currently in the position of
Senior Commercial Underwriting, and has been with her current company for just over five
years now.   An exceptionally well spoken and highly professional candidate, she is seeking the
opportunity to move into the position of Underwriting Manager 
 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS / EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MANAGER (REF:JB/0307) 
(Desired remuneration R600kp.a. negotiable) 
My candidate (African male) holds a BTech degree in both Labour Relations and Human
Resource Management as well as a post-graduate Diploma in Labour Law.   He has extensive 
working knowledge of generalist Human Resources activities including recruitment, 
performance management, training and development, employee relations, labour relations
etc.  Thorough knowledge of all regulatory compliance laws, including LRA, CCEA, SDA etc.   He
has worked as a business partner / IR practitioner / consultant with such companies as ACSA,
BHP Billiton and Xstrata.   He is immediately available due to the completion of his most recent
project 
 



LOGISTICS / DISTRIBUTION / INVENTORY / WAREHOUSE MANAGER (REF:JB/0308) 
(Desired remuneration R45kp.m. negotiable)  
This gentleman (Indian male) is a high calibre candidate with a Certificate in Strategic Supply
Chain Management and is also certified in cross-border freight and customs.   His most recent 
position was as a National Warehouse and Distribution Manager and prior to that he has over
six years with a major FMCG company where he was the Logistics and Procurement Manager.
He comes across as hardworking, driven and passionate about his career and is immediately
available 
 
PLANNING MANAGER / INTERNAL AUDIT / SUPPLY CHAIN (REF:JB/0309) 
(Desired Remuneration R42kp.m. negotiable)  
This candidate (white female) is a professional and highly analytical person who holds a degree
in Internal Auditing.   She has climbed the ranks in her current position and holds a national 
level role in planning, inventory and logistics management.   She feels the need for a new
challenge and is open to roles that are a match to her current skills, but where she might also 
utilise her internal auditing studies better. Process driven, focussed on continual improvement
and high attention to detail are amongst her key strengths 
 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT (REF: AH/0310)  
(R 360k - R400k CTC p.a.) 
This white male isa natural sales person and has accrued nine years Supply Chain, Freight,
Clearing and Forwarding sales and customer management experience.  He started his career in
operations and being able to build excellent relationships, he moved quickly into a sales role.
Having a strong operational background, understanding the true nature of the supply chain
combined with his confidence in being able to liaise at executive level, has aided him in his
success 
 
DEMAND PLANNER (REF: AH/0311)  
(R 360k - R400k CTC p.a.)  
This black female has attained her National Diploma in Industrial Engineering in 2012, and has
gone on to work as a Logistics Engineer and Production Planner in heavy industry.   Thereafter 
she has gained two years Demand Planning in a very busy FMCG environment, manufacturers
of health and cosmetic products.  In her work she has demonstrated excellent ability to thrive
under pressure, maintaining excellent relationships with production and sales teams alike 
 
QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGER (REF:AH/00312)  
(R 320k - R360k CTC p.a.) 
This candidate (Black Male) has attained BTech Quality Management Degree, and boasts
fifteen years solid experience within quality assurance, health and safety management in the
FMCG sector.  With SHEM-TRAC certification, and extensive experience implementing and 
managing ISO 9001:2008, 14001:2004, 17025, 18001:2007, 22000:2005, NRTA, R146, SHE
Legislation, HACCP and GMP Audits amongst other.  Available immediately, this highly 
presentable and experienced candidate will not be available too long 
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